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Tio was launched to provide service, quality and simplicity in the
construction products arena. Based in the UK, Tio Climate Solutions is here to
support all businesses in the built environment. Tio has a UK based stock
holding & technical support team with standard next day delivery. 

Here at Tio, we have built a culture that
puts the quality of the products we
manufacture, assemble and/sell at the
forefront of everything we do, only
outweighed by the service and support
that we offer. 

Tio has access to over 11
manufacturing facilities in 7 different
countries. It has the ability to adapt and
react to the fluid environment of the
construction industry. 

Our Oxfordshire location allows us to
service and distribute our products to
the whole of the UK. Tio prides itself on
its efficient delivery and open
communication channels to all of our
customers. 

SERVICE
Tio provides a personable service.
Our UK based team are always
available, and our efficient supply
chain process, ensure that service
levels exceed customer expectations

SUPPORT
UK Based technical support with
direct link to manufacturers to
ensure prompt, relevant and
accurate technical support. Our
website has a dedicated technical
page, with video and instructions 

QUALITY 
All our products are tested to
industry standard. We offer high
quality products manufactured to
strict quality plans. Independent UK
testing by Bsria.

PRODUCT
Our design and development team
research the market in depth, to
bring the best quality and most
suitable products to our portfolio. We
offer full range of components to suit
all UFH system types

ABOUT US

01235 242710

www.tioclimatesolutions.co.uk

office@tioclimatesolutions.co.uk
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MANIFOLDS

The unit is preassembled, complete with an auto air vent (AAV),
10 bar pressure gauge, flow metes with 0-5 l/m indicators and
fill and drain valves.  
Compatible with various pipe sizes up to 20mm. 
Integrated filling and drain off valves ease long term
maintenance

The Tio premium stainless-steel manifold is a preassembled unit
for use within either underfloor heating systems or with wall hung
radiator systems. 

The Tio manifold has a standard UK distance of
210mm between the flow and return bars. This
makes the unit versatile with various mixing units.
The unit has spacing of 50mm between each port
from the centre point. This enables various pipe
sizes and materials to be installed. For ease of
installation we recommend no larger than 20mm
pipe to be installed with the Tio manifold
connectors. The unit has 1” threaded inlets to
house isolation valves. We recommend when
installing with the TIOMIX0003 mixing unit that a
captive universal nut be used for fixing. The
bottom rail has a modulating pin that can be either
manually adjust with the white adjusting caps, or
to achieve electronic control an actuator can be
installed.

TIOMAN0002
TIOMAN0003
TIOMAN0004
TIOMAN0005
TIOMAN0006
TIOMAN0007
TIOMAN0008
TIOMAN0009
TIOMAN00010
TIOMAN00011
TIOMAN00012 

2 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
3 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
4 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
5 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
6 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
7 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
8 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
9 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
10 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
11 Port Manifold with PG and AAV
12 Port Manifold with PG and AAV 

£ 86.11
£ 95.88
£ 110.71
£ 124.58
£ 138.47
£ 153.20
£ 162.98
£ 178.06
£ 189.99
£ 204.64
£ 215.72

180mm
230mm
280mm
330mm
380mm
430mm
480mm
530mm
580mm
630mm
680mm

CODE LENGTH DESCRIPTION PRICE

MANIFOLD WITH PRESSURE GUAGE AND
AUTO AIR VENT

KEY FEATURES
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MANIFOLD ACCESSORIES 

Boxed as a pair, these isolation valves will fit directly
onto the manifold mixing unit. We recommend isolation
with every system to allow for maintenance in the
future. TIOVAL0002 includes a temperature gauge to
allow for review of the flow temperature through the
corresponding flow or return bar

Hydraulic Headers are connected before the Distribution Header and
hydraulically isolates the primary and secondary circuits; this allows the primary
flow to be maintained at boiler manufacturer’s requirements and provides
greater volumetric flow in the Distribution Header to all circuits. 

TIOVAL0001
TIOVAL0002
 
TIOCON0012
TIOCON0016
TIOCON0020

TIOMIX0003
TIOMIX0006
TIOPUM0001
TIOLLH0001

1" Pair of isolation valves M (1xR/1xB)
1" Pair of isolation valves M (1xR/1xB) with temp gauge

3/4" x 12 x 2.0mm Pipe Connector
3/4" x 16 x 2.0mm Pipe Connector 
3/4" x 20 x 2.0mm Pipe Connector 

Mixing Unit with probe - Wilo Pump
Mixing Unit with probe - Grundfos Pump
Non - mixing Heat-pump 4 way Wilo 210mm Centres with valves
Low Loss Header

£ 27.09
£ 29.24

£ 2.33
£ 2.20
£ 2.20

£ 271.18
£ 271.18
£ 255.60
£138.09

ISOLATION VALVES PIPE CONNECTOR

LOW LOSS HEADER

3 piece connector to connect pipe to the manifold.
Available in 3 sizes. denoted by the outer diameter of
the pipe and the and the wall thickness

Tio uses BSRIA, the ideal partner for HVAC Product Testing and Technical research, to
product test to industry standard 

Offering a unique combination of one of the UK's leading UKAS accredited test facilities
with specialist global leading test engineers and industry leading consultants, BSRIA is
ideally placed to offer the solution that provides the independent and authoritative
technical input and support that will allow us to achieve our objectives.

BSRIA has over 60 years of specialist HVAC consultancy and product test experience.

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE
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MIXING UNITS

Adjustable temperature range from 20°C to 70°C

Thermostatic mixing valve with remote sensor for

Flow increase valve to increase flow rate for larger

      making it suitable for screed drying purposes

       accurate control of flow temperature

       manifolds / heat outputs

The TM3 Control Group has an uniquely designed mixing valve at its heart which ensures
accurate temperature control of underfloor heating. The unique design of the internal
mixing valve components ensures that hot water from the heat source and return water
from the underfloor circuit are mixed together in the valve body to produce a range of
temperatures from 20°C to 70°C. This range of temperatures suits the whole field of
underfloor heating applications, from commissioning new floor screeds to operating with
very thick floor screeds in commercial applications. The illustrations below show how the
mixing valve operates through its remote sensing thermostatic head:

MIXING UNIT WITH PROBE - WILO PUMP

Initially the cool liquid in the remote sensing probe, allows almost all
of the primary hot water from the heat source through the valve.

Gradually the temperature of the probe rises as the underfloor
circuits begin to warm up.

Depending on the temperature setting of the thermostatic head, as
the temperature of the probe rises, the shuttle starts to close off
the primary hot water allowing return water to maintain the
temperature set on the head, up to 70°C if required. 

Once the temperature set on the head has been reached at the
probe, the shuttle balances the right amount of primary hot water
and secondary return water to maintain this temperature. 

Depending on the thermostat setting, the hot water could be
almost completely closed off allowing very low temperatures
suitable for commissioning screed floors right down to 20°C if
required 

The thermostatic mixing valve has a flow increase valve which allows
return water to flow directly into the mixed water outlet. This cools
the mixed water temperature sensed by the remote phial and
causes the mixing valve to open allowing more primary hot water
through the mixing chamber and raises the temperature to the
setting on the head 

KEY FEATURES

LOW TEMPERATURE MIXING
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The back wall equipped with rails and bolts for mounting manifold
Side walls with holes for the supply and return pipe of heating  medium 
Feets used for mounting cabinets to the floor
Screws for fixing the manifold
Removable front door
Adjustable height and depth
Cabinet doors with a lock and key as standard

Cabinets  are  used  for  water  and  heating  manifold,  as  well  as 
 underfloor heating  mixing units.

TIOCAB0002
TIOCAB0003
TIOCAB0004

Manifold Cabinet 760/580/120mm
Manifold Cabinet 845/580/120mm
Manifold Cabinet 1015/580/120mm

£ 124.03
£ 130.66
£ 146.18

MANIFOLD CABINETS 

NON-MIXING UNIT

No requirement for a mixing valve
‘A’ rated pump (Wilo)
Integrated check valves for easy filling
Temperature gauge
Assembled in the UK: pre-tested, packaged and ready for instant
installation
Fully reversible (Left or Right sided manifold)
Side or bottom entry connections

The Tio heat pump set is designed for low temperature systems and is
suitable for a maximum output of 20kW. 

TIOPUM0001 4 way Non -Mixing Unit  Wilo
210mm Centres with valves

£ 271.20

DESCRIPTIONCODE PRICE

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

NON-MIXING UNIT WITH WILO PUMP

LOCKABLE GALVANISED STEEL MANIFOLD CABINET
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ALUMINIUM PLATES

Aluminium heat transfer plates are used for installing floor and wall heating systems with the use of low profile
underfloor heating. Heat transfer plates are an integral elements of heating systems based on EPS boards, acoustic
boards and chipboards. Aluminium heat transfer plates allow the heat to spread effectively across the heating area.
Thanks to its special shape, heat transfer plates act as pipe mounting elements. 

TIOPLA0001
TIOPLA0002

Single Aluminium Plate  1000x120mm
Double Aluminium Plate  1000x390mm

£ 4.50
£ 10.23

SINGLE ALUMINIUM PLATE
(X) 1000 x (Y)120mm x (Z)0.40mm

DOUBLE ALUMINIUM PLATE
 (X)1000 x (Y)390mm x (Z)0.40mm

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ALUMINIUM PLATES 
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EPS BOARDS

TIOEPS0001

TIOEPS0002

EPS400 16/17mm EPS Board with Aluminium Foil
Straight with double torsion ending
EPS400 16/17mm Round Element 120X60X2CM

£ 19.45

£ 20.48

ALU STANDARD EPS BOARD - STRAIGHT ELEMENT
WITH DOUBLE TORSION ENDING

Declared thermal conductivity λ (W/mK): 0.0314 (20 mm) / 0.0316 (25 mm) /
0.0318 (30,50 mm)
Declared thermal resistance R (m²K)/W): 0.65 (20 mm) / 0.80 (25 mm) / 0.95
(30 mm) / 1.57 (50 mm)
Fire class according to EN 13501-1: E
Standard compressive strength (kPa): ≥ 400

The straight element is used to run the pipes straight ahead and to meander
with them on the walls of the building.

Technical data

Alu Standard EPS 400 is used as a load-bearing element for pipes in dry underfloor heating systems. Due to the
physical characteristics of EPS 400, the product ensures simultaneously an optimal thermal and acoustic insulation.
The boards are available in a various configurations based on the technical conditions of an investment. The
aluminum foil cover is a radiator, which collects the heat from the side of the pipe and distribute it over the surface
of the board.

ALU STANDARD EPS BOARD - ELEMENT WITH ROUND PATTERN

Declared thermal conductivity λ (W/mK): 0.0314 (20 mm) / 0.0316 (25 mm) /
0.0318 (30,50 mm)
Declared thermal resistance R (m²K)/W): 0.65 (20 mm) / 0.80 (25 mm) / 0.95
(30 mm) / 1.57 (50 mm)
Fire class according to EN 13501-1: E
Standard compressive strength (kPa): ≥ 400

The element with a round pattern enables to avoid all obstacles, structural faults,
pillars, etc. while running pipes

Technical data

(X)1200mm x (Y)600mm x (Z)20mm

(X)1200mm x (Y)600mm x (Z)20mm

EDGE STRIP
EPS 400 BOARD
PIPE
UNDERLAY
DRY SCREED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EDGE STRIP
EPS 400 BOARD
PIPE
UNDERLAY
TARGET FLOOR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE STYROBOARD
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GYPSUM FIBER BOARD

TIOBLB0001

TIOBLB0002

BeLowBoard 18 Gypsum Fiber Board - Straight Element with
Double Torsion Ending
BeLowBoard 18 Gypsum Fiber Board - Element with Round Pattern

£ 33.00

£ POA

GYPSUM FIBER BOARD - STRAIGHT ELEMENT
WITH DOUBLE TORSION ENDING

GYPSUM FIBER BOARD - ELEMENT WITH
ROUND PATTERN

 (X)1200 x (Y)600mm x (Z)18mm

(X)600mm x (Y)600mm x (Z)18mm

EDGE STRIP
FERMACELL FIBER-GYPSUM
PIPE
UNDERLAY
TARGET FLOOR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fermacell fiber-gypsum panels are used as a load-bearing elements for pipes in dry underfloor heating. The
physical properties of the fiber-gypsum boards make the product an effective heat distributor, without using
aluminium plates. The boards are available in a various configurations based on the technical conditions of the built
environment.

The boards are supplied in two pre-routed panels - straight boards with in built return and return panels. The
board gives a low thermal resistance, owing to its cementitious properties. This in turn gives an even projected heat
throughout the floor area.

Technical data
Density (kg/m³): 1150
Declared thermal conductivity λ (W/mK): 0.32
Water vapour transmission’s resistance μ: 13
Swelling after 24h of soaking in water: ≤ 2%
Fire class according to EN 13501-1: A

EDGE STRIP
FERMACELL FIBER-GYPSUM
PIPE
UNDERLAY
TARGET FLOOR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHING SPRING 2022

BeLowBoard 18
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TIOCAS0001 Eurotop Max Castellated Mat 10.38

laying the underfloor heating without the use of clips
rigid structure to prevent the pipe from falling out
metric graduation for easy size adjustment 
the shape of the tab enables a solid mat connection 
the board is adjusted to the size of the Euro-pallet, reducing the costs of international transport

System mat is designed for running pipe heating loops on the heating surface. Regular, properly
shaped and numerous tabs ensure fast and firm installation of heating pipes

CASTELLATED MATS

Pipe diameter: 16÷17
Product dimensions:  (X)1400mm x (Y)800mm x (Z)20mm 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

EUROTOP MAX

KEY FEATURES
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CASTELLATED MATS 

£ POATIOCAS0002 Eurorenova Castellated Panel

a mat dedicated to a very low installation by concrete screed (from 3 mm)
the mat holds the pipe permanently and remain it stable, so there is no need to use additional
fastening elements
the perforation of the mat guarantees a good connection of the new screed with the already
existing mineral basis
the mats are originally covered with an adhesive ensuring a permanent connection to the already
existing mineral basis

Thermoformed, perforated mat for low-profile underfloor heating with the usage of special underlays.
The mat allows to assembly a wet-built floor covering up to 3 cm high. The underfloor heating system
is dedicated to renovated buildings and other buildings where the technical conditions make it
impossible to perform underfloor heating in a traditional form.

Pipe diameter: 12
Product dimensions:  (X)1120mm x (Y)760 x (Z)15mm 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHING SPRING 2022

EURORENOVA PANEL

KEY FEATURES

13
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CONTROLS

TIOSTA0001
TIOSTA0002
TIOSTA0003
TIOSTA0004
TIOSTA0005
TIOSTA0006
TIOSTA0007

TIOSTA0008

Tio Smart 230v wifi black
Tio Smart 230v wifi white
Tio Stat 7 day programmable black 
Tio Stat 7 day programmable white
Tio Smart 24v wifi white
Tio Stat 24v 7 day programmable white
Tio E electric underfloor heating 7-day
programmable white
Tio E smart wifi electric underfloor heating white

£ 66.71
£ 66.71
£ 48.06
£ 48.06
£ 77.92
£ 56.30
£ 61.20

£ 89.54

DESCRIPTIONCODE PRICE

15

Available in Black and White the TioSmart is Tio's premium thermostat. The
TioSmart has the same design and features as the TioStat. The TioSmart is
Wi-Fi enabled and links with Tio Smart home System. 

Available in Black and White the TioStat is Tio's most popular thermostat. Its
sleek design, easy use and affordable price, make its the perfect choice for
any home.

KEY FEATURES 
7 day (5+1+1) Programmable setting
Manual and Programmable modes 
Available in 230/24v 
Holiday Mode 
Child Safety Lock 
Easy Install 

TIO SMART (WIFI) 

Compatible  with  TUYA & Smart Life Apps

TIO STAT PROGRAMMABLE 

TIO E
Available in White the Tio E is Tio's Electric Underfloor Thermostat available
in both 7-day programmable and Smart versions.



CONTROLS

TIOSTA0009
TIOSTA0010
TIOSTA0012
TIODIA0001

£ 82.43
£ 61.31
£ 92.90
£ 17.64

TioSmart  RF has the same design and features as the TioStat. The
TioSmart RF is Wifi enabled and links with Tio Smart home System. 
Compatible with both Smartlife and Tuya, the TioSmart can be
controlled via an App. The TioSmart works with Amazon Alexa,
Google Assistant and SmartThings

This pairing allows a single wireless zone to be added to a wired
wiring centre.

this simple electromecahnaical  thermostat offers a simple way
to control underfloor heating. With an additional isolation switch
and also LED indication for heat calling. This thermostat requires
a hard wire connection. 

TIO SMART (WIFI) RF WIRELESS (WHITE )

WIFI WIRELESS HEATING THERMOSTAT
(WHITE) WITH SINGLE CHANNEL RECEIVER

230v MECHANICAL DIAL STAT

TIO STAT PROGRAMMABLE RF WIRELESS (WHITE)
RF version of the Tio Stat programmble

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE

Wireless Tio Smart 230v Wifi White
Wireless Tio Stat 7 Day Programmable White
Wifi Wireless with Single Channel Receiver White
Tio Dial - 230v Dial Mechanical Stat

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHING SPRING 2022

16

WIRELESS CONTROLS

https://au.unleashedsoftware.com/v2/Product/Update/58


CONTROLS

TIOWIR0004
TIOWIR0005

TIOACT0001
TIOACT000 2

TIOSEN0001

8 Zone Wiring Control Centre with Valve and Timer Port
Wireless Rf Central Control Box

Tio Brand Actuator (Nc) 230v
Tio Brand Actuator (Nc) 24c

10k Sensor for Thermostat

£ 73.80
£ 97.98

£ 12.47
£ 14.54

£ 3.00

Easy install actuator in 230v or 24v options. The unit comes normally open (NO) with
retaining clip. Once removed the opening function is normally closed (NC).
The cable has 2 wires with neutral and live, it has an extended length of 780mm.

This functional 230v wiring centre has easy fit connector terminals and also LED indicators,
The unit is fitted with boiler/pump/valve and timer port for use with underfloor heating
systems. 

Wireless version of the TIOWIR0004. This wiring centre links with RF Wireless Thermostats
TIOSTA0009 & TIOSTA0010

thermostat floor sensor - This can be used with any Tio Thermostat to allow more precise
floor sensing.

TIO BRAND ACTUATOR (NC)

8 ZONE WIRING CONTROL CENTRE WITH VALVE
AND TIMER PORT

WIRELESS RF CENTRAL CONTROL BOX

3m 10k NTC SENSOR FOR FLOOR

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE
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NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHING SPRING 2022
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PIPE

TIOPER0001
TIOPER0002
TIOPER0003

TIOMLC0001
TIOMLC0002
TIOMLC0003
TIOMLC0004

TIOPEX0001
TIOPEX0002

3 Layer Pe-Rt Evoh Ufh Pipe 16 X 2.0 100m Coil
3 Layer Pe-Rt Evoh Ufh Pipe 16 X 2.0 240m Coil
3 Layer Pe-Rt Evoh Ufh Pipe 16 X 2.0 500m Coil

Pert Alu Pert Multilayer Pipe 16 X 2.0 100m Coil
Pert Alu Pert Multilayer Pipe 16 X 2.0 240m Coil
Pert Alu Pert Multilayer Pipe 16 X 2.0 500m Coil 
Pert Alu Pert Multilayer Pipe 16 X 2.0 200m Coil

Pe-Xa Pipe 12 X 2.0 80m Coil
Pe-Xa Pipe 12 X 2.0 240m Coil

£ 74.06
£ 177.06
£ 358.94

£ 107.92
£ 259.01
£ 539.61
£ 215.85

£ 61.56
£ 184.69

Produced within the EU to BS EN ISO 22391 under ISO90001 quality control

3 LAYER PE-RT EVOH UFH PIPE
The standard 3 layer PE-ERT pipe is used regularly in screed and is the most common
pipe for UFH use. 

PERT ALU PERT MULTILAYER PIPE
MLCP pipe that is PE-RT/AL/PE-RT Pipe, this has better output characteristics and is
easier to install in our floor grid system

PE-XA PIPE
12mm PE-Xa barrier pipe suitable for use in Underfloor Heating and Wall Hung Radiator
systems. Ideal for fitting to castellated panels or direct to insulation the PE-Xa pipe can
be easily bent into position and held in place with clips.

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE
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MLC PIPE

PIPE
MULTILAYER PE-RT / AL / PE-RT – TIO

Raw Material:
PE-RT type II | Aluminium

Standards:
EN ISO 21003 | ISO 22391 | RP 001.71 | HR3.12

Application Fields:
– Drinking water supply systems;
– Heating and cooling systems;
– HVAC systems;
– High temperature heating systems;
– Low temperature heating systems;
– Underfloor heating and colling;
– Compressed air systems.

Profile:
ø 16-75 mm - U | ø 75-110 mm – Flanged

Tio multilayer (TIOMLC) pipes cross-links the best qualities of both metal and plastic pipes in one single system.

It combines the advantages of metal with the corrosion resistance of plastic. The stability of the
TIOMLC pipe is ensured by the laser edge welded aluminium.

The pipe is built on a 5 layer structure, where the internal and external layers are made of PE-RT type II and middle layer is made of
aluminium being all layers connected by a special bonding agent.

TIOMLC pipes can be used for drinking water applications as well as for heating and cooling systems and other industrial applications.
The pipe internal wall surface is extremely smooth, avoiding corrosion phenomena and limescale or deposits.

TIOMLC pipes are flexible and easy to bend. The lightweight of the pipe is also an advantage for its use on wall-mounted installations.

The PE-RT / AL / PE-RT – TIOMLC pipe, diameters 16mm which can be
bent using a bending tool. Make sure to comply with the specified
minimum bending radius. The minimum bending radius refers to the
centre of the pipe. 

PIPE BENDING



ACCESSORIES

TIOCLI0001   40mm Pipe retaining clip (300)    £ 12.00 
TIOCLI0002   50mm Pipe retaining clip (300)    £ 12.00 
TIOCLI0003   60mm Pipe retaining clip (300)    £ 12.00 

£ 37.26

TIOSPA0001   Clip gun for UFH clips  £ 194.46TIODEC0001    4 Arm Pipe Decoiler£ 227.13

1500mm Edge with tape 
and overlap 50m roll

TIOEDG0002   

Tacker staples are used to fasten floor heating pipes to insulating
layer. Staples are connected to each other with the paper tape,
forming magazines consisting of 25 or 30 pcs. Tacker staples are
designed to work with the tacker gun, which simplifies installation
and shortens its’ time. Length of staples, that should be used for
fixing, depends on the thickness of an insulation layer applied. The
use of a mixture of plastics gives the clips flexibility, which prevents
its from breaking during installation.

The edge strip is placed where the screed meets the vertical
structural elements. The edge strip compensates for thermal
elongations of the heating floor. The edge strip provides working
space for materials what change their volume under the influence of
temperature.

*Other colours and dimensions of edge strip are available on
customer request

reduced assembly time
high efficiency and comfort
device reliability
high installation precision
ease of usage
solid construction high-quality materials
ensure long-term use
resistance to damages

clip gun is an ergonomic device used for an
effective fixing of underfloor heating pipe
using clips. Clip gun is dedicated and works
perfectly with Tio clips. The available sizes of
the clips are: 40, 50 or 60 mm. The device
has an appropriate adjustment system which
protects the clips from falling out and allows
to set the force of the arm returning to the
base position. The improved and ergonomic
design makes the work even easier. 

The advantages of using Tio's Tacker gun:

Pipe decoiler is used for a quick pipe unrolling during the
installation of underfloor heating. The device facilitates speeds up
the work of an installer and increases the comfort of work. Pipe
placed on the pipe decolier is not tangled or crashed. Easy
assembly and disassembly of the device allows for its quick moving
from place to place. Can be used with coils up to 600m.

PIPE RETAINING CLIPS PERIMETER EDGE

CLIP GUN PIPE DECOILER
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ACCESSORIES

TIOCON0001  

TIOBEN0001 Bend Support for 14-18mm Pipe £ 0.83 TIORAI0001 Tape Back Clip Rail £ 2.07

Pipe Conduit for 12-18mm pipe
with slit 25m coil 

£ 28.98 TIOSPA0010 16mm Compression Straight
Connector

£ 5.18

The pipe bend support allows plumber to bend heating pipes in a 90
degree bow. Its elbow can be used to guide pipes through floors,
ceilings and to a manifold cabinet. It holds the pipe and directs it to the
manifold cabinet. Pipe bend support is available for pipe with
diameters: 14-18mm

 
Working temperature: 0 °C - 65 °C

Rail for mounting underfloor and wall heating systems for use on
a large surfaces. Designed for pipes with diameters of ⌀ 16-18.

Designed with tape  to simplify and shorten the installation time.
The rail is available in 1000 mm lengths, consisting of two 500
mm sections. Elements can be easily combined with each other.
Material: polypropylene

Flexible conduit with an internal diameter of between 12mm and
18mm. Used to protect and sleeve the pipe throughout area where
heat is not required. Black Slit version has a slit for ease of installation.

TIOSPA0002 TIOSPA0003 TIOSPA0004 TIOSPA0005 TIOSPA0006 TIOSPA0007 TIOSPA0008 TIOSPA0009

TIOSPA0002
TIOSPA0003
TIOSPA0004
TIOSPA0005
TIOSPA0006
TIOSPA0007
TIOSPA0008
TIOSPA0009 
TIOSPA0010
TIOSPA0011
TIOSPA0012

Flow Meter set in housing
Pin set in housing
Darin Valve
Pair of Manifold Brackets
1" End Cap for Manifolds
Auto Air Vent
Blanking Plug for Manifold
Pressure Gauge for Manifold
Compression Straight (pipe repair)
Pipe Cutters
Auto air vent screw

£ 6.40
£ 6.15
£ 5.75
£ 7.48
£ 4.20
£ 4.39
£ 4.02
£ 5.05
£5.18
£ 12.11
£0.50

BEND SUPPORT PIPE CLIP RAIL

PIPE CONDUIT PIPE REPAIR COUPLING

16mm Repair coupling for use with Tio MLC 16mm floor heating
pipe, when a repair is the only option. This fitting must be fitted in a
clearly accessible location and under no circumstances be buried in
screed or concrete.

FLOW METER PIN SET DRAIN VALVE BRACKETS (PAIR) END CAP AUTO AIR VENT BLANKING PLUG PRESSURE GAUGE

TIOSPA0011

PIPE CUTTERS

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE
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TIOSPA0010 TIOSPA0012

COMPRESSION STRIGHT
(PIPE REPAIR)

AUTO AIR VENT
SCREW



Product Code
Accessories 
TIOBEN0001
TIOCLI0001
TIOCLI0002
TIOCLI0003
TIOCON0001
TIODEC0001
TIOEDG0002
TIORAI0001
TIOSPA0001
TIOSPA0002
TIOSPA0003
TIOSPA0004
TIOSPA0005
TIOSPA0006
TIOSPA0007
TIOSPA0008
TIOSPA0009
TIOSPA0010
TIOSPA0012
TIOCAB0002
TIOCAB0003
TIOCAB0004

Controls
TIOACT0001
TIOACT0002
TIODIA0001
TIOSEN0001
TIOSTA0001
TIOSTA0002
TIOSTA0003
TIOSTA0004
TIOSTA0005
TIOSTA0006
TIOSTA0007
TIOSTA0008
TIOSTA0009
TIOSTA0010
TIOSTA0012
TIOWIR0004
TIOWIR0005

Manifolds, Mixing Units and accessories 
TIOCON0012
TIOCON0016
TIOCON0020
TIOLLH0001
TIOMAN0002
TIOMAN0003
TIOMAN0004
TIOMAN0005
TIOMAN0006
TIOMAN0007
TIOMAN0008
TIOMAN0009
TIOMAN0010
TIOMAN0011
TIOMAN0012
TIOMIX0003
TIOPUM0001
TIOVAL0001
TIOVAL0002

Pipe
TIOMLC0001
TIOMLC0002
TIOMLC0003
TIOMLC0004
TIOPER0001
TIOPER0002
TIOPER0003
TIOPEX0001
TIOPEX0002

Floor Systems
TIOEPS0001
TIOEPS0002
TIOPLA0001
TIOPLA0002
TIOCAS0001
TIOCAS0002
TIOBLB0001
TIOBLB0002

Product Description

Pipe Bend Support 16-20mm
40mm Pipe Clips
50mm Pipe Clips
60mm Pipe Clips
Black Pipe Conduit with Slit
Pipe Decoiler
150mm Edge with Tape & overlap 50m
Clip Rail with Taped back 1M
Clip Gun
Flow Meter
Pin Set
Drain Valve
Pair of Brackets
1" End Cap
Auto air vent
Blanking Plug
Pressure Gauge for Manifold
16mm Compression Straight Connector
Pipe Cutters
Manifold Cabinet 760mm
Manifold Cabinet 845mm
Manifold Cabinet 1015mm

230v TIO Brand Actuator (NC)
24V TIO Brand Actuator (NC)
TiO Dial - 230v Mechanical Dial Stat
10k Sensor for thermostats
BLACK Tio SMART WIFI STAT 230V
WHITE Tio SMART WIFI STAT 230V
BLACK Tio STAT PROGRAMMEABLE 230v
WHITE Tio STAT PROGRAMMEABLE 230v
WHITE Tio SMART WIFI  STAT 24V
WHITE Tio STAT PROGRAMMEABLE 24v
WHITE Tio E Electric PROGRAMMEABLE
WHITE Tio E Electric SMART (WIFI)
WHITE Tio SMART (WIFI) RF Wireless
WHITE Tio STAT PROGRAMMEABLE Wireless
WIFI Wireless Heating Thermostat (WHITE) with Single Channel Receiver
8 zone Wiring Control Centre with valve and timer port (230V)
Wireless 8 zone Wiring Control Centre with valve and timer port

3/4" x 12 x 2.0mm Connector
3/4 x 16 x 2.00mm Pipe Connector
3/4" x 20 x 2.0mm Connector
Low Loss Header
2 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
3 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
4 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
5 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
6 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
7 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
8 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
9 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
10 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
11 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
12 Port Manifold C/W PG & AAV
Mixing Unit with Probe and WILO Para 25/7
Heat-pump 4 way Wilo 210mm Centres with valves
Pair Isolation Valves 1" No gauge
Pair Isolation Valves 1" WITH GAUGE

100m ALU PERT MLC PIPE
240m ALU PERT MLC PIPE
500m ALU PERT MLC PIPE
200m ALU PERT MLC PIPE
100m Coil 3 layer PE-RT
240m 3 layer PERT PIPE
500m 3 Layer PERT PIPE
PE-Xa PIPE 12x2,0 - 80 MT (COIL)
PE-Xa PIPE 12x2,0 - 240 MT (COIL)

EPS400 16/17mm EBS Board with Aluminium Foil STRAIGHT
EPS400 16/17MM ROUND ELEMENT 120X60X2CM
Single Aluminium Plate 1000x120mm
Double Aluminium Plate 1000x390mm
Eurotop Max Castellated Mat
Euroranova Castellated Mat
BeLowBoard 18 Gypsum Fiber Board - Straight Element with Double Torsion Ending 
BeLowBoard 18 Gypsum Fiber Board - Element with Round PatternPR
IC

E 
LI

ST
List Price 

£0.83 
£12.00
£12.00 
£12.00 
£28.98 
£194.46 
£37.26 
£2.07 
£227.13 
£6.40 
£6.15 
£5.75 
£7.48 
£4.20 
£4.39  
£4.02 
£4.88
£5.18 
£12.11
£124.03 
£130.66 
£146.18 

 
£12.47 
£14.54 
£17.64 
£3.00 
£66.71 
£66.71 
£48.06 
£48.06 
£77.92 
£56.30 
£61.20 
£89.54 
£82.43 
£61. 31
£92.90 
£73.80 
£97.98
 

£2.33 
£2.20 
£2.20 
£138.09 
£86.11 
£95.88 
£110.71 
£124.58 
£138.47 
£153.20 
£162.98 
£178.06 
£189.99 
£204.64 
£215.72 
£271.18 
£255.60 
£27.09 
£29.24 

 
£107.92
£259.01
£539.61
£215.85
£74.06 
£177.76
£358.94 
£61.56
£184.69 

 
£19.45 
£20.48
£3.73 
£8.49 
£10.38
£POA
£POA
£POA



DELIVERY

NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY

ORDER BEFORE 3PM FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

For Orders over £1250 
For Orders £500 - £1250 
For Orders below £500 
AM, Timed or Same Day Deliveries available at a surcharge

FREE
£25
£30                                  

Bulk order surcharge will apply to pipe/edge/conduit/large floor systems only orders

All Prices are exclusive of VAT, Orders must be received by 3pm to receive a next day service. 

Our default service is next day delivery. 

Large orders will be palletized, if you do not have a facility to unload a pallet, please notify us
in your order.

Collection is available from our South Oxfordshire warehouse, Free of charge. 
Please call 01235 242710 to arrange collection.
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Application and Application and entire agreement
These Terms and Conditions will apply to the purchase of the goods detailed in our quotation (Goods) by the buyer (you or Customer) from  Tio Climate Solutions Ltd a 
company registered in England and Wales under number 12822160 whose registered office is at , Boston House, Downsview Road, Wantage, Oxfordshire, England, OX12 9FF 
 (we or us or Supplier). These 
Terms and Conditions will be deemed to have been accepted by you when you accept them or the quotation or from the date of any delivery of the Goods (whichever 
happens earlier) and will constitute the entire agreement between us and you. These Terms and Conditions and the quotation (together, the Contract) apply to the 
purchase and sale of any Goods between us and you, to the exclusion of any other terms that you try to impose or incorporate, or which are implied by trade, custom, 
practice or course of dealing.

Interpretation
A “business day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or bank holiday in England and Wales. The headings in these Terms and Conditions are for convenience 
only and will not affect their interpretation. Words imparting the singular number include the plural and vice-versa.
Goods
The description of the Goods is set out in our sales documentation, unless expressly changed in our quotation. In accepting the quotation you acknowledge that 
you have not relied upon any statement, promise or other representations about the Goods by us. Descriptions of the Goods set out in our sales documentation are 
intended as a guide only. We can make any changes to the specification of the Goods which are required to conform to any applicable safety or other statutory or 
regulatory requirements.

Price
The price (Price) of the Goods is set out in our quotation current at the date of your order or such other price as we may agree in writing. If the cost of the Goods to us 
increases due to any factor beyond our control including, but not limited to, material costs, labour costs, alteration of exchange rates or duties, or changes to delivery 
rates, we can increase the Price prior to delivery. Any increase in the Price under the clause above will only take place after we have told you about it. You may be 
entitled to discounts. Any and all discounts will be at our discretion. The Price is  exclusive  of fees for packaging and transportation / delivery. The Price is  exclusive  of any
applicable VAT and other taxes or levies which are imposed or charged by any competent authority.

Cancellation and alteration
Details of the Goods as described in the clause above (Goods) and set out in our sales documentation are subject to alteration without notice and are not a contractual 
offer to sell the Goods which is capable of acceptance. The quotation (including any non-standard price negotiated in accordance with the clause on Price (above) is 
valid for a period of  7  days  only from the date shown in it unless expressly withdrawn by us at an earlier time. Either of us can cancel the order for any reason prior 
to your acceptance (or rejection) of the quotation.

Payment
We will invoice you for the Price either: on or at any time after delivery of the Goods; or where the Goods are to be collected by you or where you wrongfully do not 
take delivery of the Goods, at any time after we have notified you that the Goods are ready for collection or we have tried to deliver them. You must pay the Price 
within  30  days  of the date of our invoice or otherwise according to any credit terms agreed between us. You must make payment even if delivery has not taken 
place and / or that the title in the Goods has not passed to you. If you do not pay within the period set out above, we will suspend any further deliveries to you and 
without limiting any of our other rights or remedies for statutory interest, charge you interest at the rate of 5% per annum above the base rate of the Bank of England 
from time to time on the amount outstanding until you pay in full. Time for payment will be of the essence of the Contract between us and you. All payments must 
be made in  British Pounds unless otherwise agreed in writing between us. Both parties must pay all amounts due under these Terms and Conditions in full without 
any deduction or withholding except as required by law and neither party is entitled to assert any credit, set-off or counterclaim against the other in order to justify 
withholding payment of any such amount in whole or in part.

Termination
We can terminate the sale of Goods under the Contract where: you commit a material breach of your obligations under these Terms and Conditions. You are or become 
or, in our reasonable opinion, are about to become the subject of a bankruptcy order or take advantage of any other statutory provision for the relief of insolvent 
debtors; you enter into a voluntary arrangement under  Part 1 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or any other scheme or arrangement is made with your creditors; or you 
convene any meeting of your creditors, enter into voluntary or compulsory liquidation, have a receiver, manager, administrator or administrative receiver appointed 
in respect of your assets or undertakings or any part thereof, any documents are filed with the court for the appointment of an administrator, notice of intention to 
appoint an administrator is given by you or any of your directors or by a qualifying floating charge holder (as defined in para. 14 of Schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 
1986), a resolution is passed or petition presented to any court for the winding up of your affairs or for the granting of an administration order, or any proceedings are 
commenced relating to your insolvency or possible insolvency.

Delivery
We will arrange for the delivery of the Goods to the address specified in the quotation, or your order or to another location we agree in writing. If you do not specify a 
delivery address or if we both agree, you must collect the Goods from our premises. Subject to the specific terms of any special delivery service, delivery can take place 
at any time of the day and must be accepted at any time between 8 am to 8 pm. If you do not take delivery of the Goods we may, at our discretion and without prejudice 
to any other rights: store or arrange for the storage of the Goods and will charge you for all associated costs and expenses including, but not limited to, transportation, 
storage and insurance; and / or make arrangements for the redelivery of the Goods and will charge you for the costs of such redelivery; and/or after 10 business days, 
resell or otherwise dispose of part or all of the Goods and charge you for any shortfall below the price of the Goods. If redelivery is not possible as set out above, you 
must collect the Goods from our premises and will be notified of this. We can charge you for all associated costs including, but not limited to, storage and insurance.
Any dates quoted for delivery are approximate only, and the time of delivery is not of the essence. We will not be liable for any delay in delivery of the Goods that is 
caused by a circumstance beyond our control or your failure to provide us with adequate delivery instructions or any other instructions that are relevant to the supply 
of the Goods. We can deliver the Goods by instalments, which will be invoiced and paid for separately. Each instalment is a separate contract. Any delay in delivery or 
defect in an instalment will not entitle you to cancel any other instalment.

Inspection and acceptance of Goods
You must inspect the Goods on delivery or collection. If you identify any damages or shortages, you must inform us in writing within  2  days  of delivery, providing 
details. Other than by agreement, we will only accept returned Goods if we are satisfied that those Goods are defective and if required, have carried out an inspection. 
Subject to your compliance with this clause and/or our agreement, you may return the Goods and we will, as appropriate, repair, or replace, or refund the Goods or part 
of them. We will be under no liability or further obligation in relation to the Goods if: if you fail to provide notice as set above; and/or you make any further use of such 
Goods after giving notice under the clause above relating to damages and shortages; and/or the defect arises because you did not follow our oral or written instructions 
about the storage, commissioning, installation, use and maintenance of the Goods; and/or the defect arises from normal wear and tear of the Goods; and/or the defect 
arises from misuse or alteration of the Goods, negligence, wilful damage or any other act by you, your employees or agents or any third parties. You bear the risk and 
cost of returning the Goods. Acceptance of the Goods will be deemed to be upon inspection of them by you and in any event within  1 day  after delivery

TERMS & CONDITIONS



TERMS & CONDITIONS
Risk and title
The risk in the Goods will pass to you on completion of delivery. Title to the Goods will not pass to you until we have received payment in full (in cash or cleared funds) 
for: (a) the Goods and/or (b) any other goods or services that we have supplied to you in respect of which payment has become due. Until title to the Goods has 
passed to you, you must (a) hold the Goods on a fiduciary basis as our bailee; and/or (b) store the goods separately and not remove, deface or obscure any identifying 
mark or packaging on or relating to the Goods; and/or (c) keep the Goods in satisfactory condition and keep them insured against all risks for their full price from the 
date of delivery. As long as the Goods have not been resold, or irreversibly incorporated into another product, and without limiting any other right or remedy we may 
have, we can at any time ask you to deliver up the Goods and, if you fail to do so promptly, enter any of your premises or of any third party where the Goods are stored  in
order to recover them.

Limitation of liability
Our liability under the Contract, and in breach of statutory duty, and in tort, misrepresentation or otherwise will be limited to this section. Subject to the clauses 
above on Inspection and Acceptance and Risk and Title, all warranties, conditions or other terms implied by statute or common law (save for those implied by 
Section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979) are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. If we do not deliver the Goods, our liability is limited, subject to the clause 
 below, to the costs and expenses incurred by you in obtaining replacement goods of similar description and quality in the cheapest market available, less the price  of the
Goods. Our total liability will not, in any circumstances, exceed the total amount of the Price payable by you. We will not be liable (whether caused by our  employees, agents
or otherwise) in connection with the Goods, for: any indirect, special or consequential loss, damage, costs, or expenses; and/or any loss of profits;  loss of anticipated profits;
loss of business; loss of data; loss of reputation or goodwill; business interruption; or, other third party claims; and/or any failure to perform  any of our obligations if such
delay or failure is due to any cause beyond our reasonable control; and/or any losses caused directly or indirectly by any failure or  breach by you in relation to your
obligations; and/or any loss relating to the choice of the Goods and how they will meet your purpose or the use by you of the Goods  supplied. The exclusions of liability
contained within this clause will not exclude or limit our liability for death or personal injury caused by our negligence; or for any  matter for which it would be illegal for us to
exclude or limit our liability; and for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

Communications
All notices under these Terms and Conditions must be in writing and signed by, or on behalf of, the party giving notice (or a duly authorised officer of that party).
Notices will be deemed to have been duly given: when delivered, if delivered by courier or other messenger (including registered mail) during the normal business 
hours of the recipient when sent, if transmitted by fax or email and a successful transmission report or return receipt is generated; on the fifth business day following 
mailing, if mailed by national ordinary mail; or on the tenth business day following mailing, if mailed by airmail. All notices under these Terms and Conditions must 
be addressed to the most recent address, email address or fax number notified to the other party.

Data protection
When providing the Goods to the Buyer, the Seller may gain access to and/or acquire the ability to transfer, store or process personal data of employees of the Buyer. 
The parties agree that where such processing of personal data takes place, the Buyer shall be ‘data controller’ and the Seller shall be the ‘data processor’ as defined 
in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as may be amended, extended and/or re-enacted from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt, ‘Personal Data’, 
‘Processing’, ‘Data Controller’, ‘Data Processor’ and ‘Data Subject’ shall have the same meaning as in the GDPR. The Seller shall only Process Personal Data to the 
extent reasonably required to enable it to provide the Goods as mentioned in these terms and conditions or as requested by and agreed with the Buyer, shall not 
retain any Personal Data longer than necessary for the Processing and refrain from Processing any Personal Data for its own or for any third party’s purposes. The 
Seller shall not disclose Personal Data to any third parties other than employees, directors, agents, subcontractors or advisors on a strict “need-to-know” basis and 
only under the same (or more extensive) conditions as set out in these terms and conditions or to the extent required by applicable legislation and/or regulations. 
The Seller shall implement and maintain technical and organisational security measures as are required to protect Personal Data Processed by the Seller on behalf of 
the Buyer. Further information about the Seller’s approach to data protection are specified in its Data Protection Policy, which can be found On the company website 
or a manual copy can be requested in person. For any enquiries or complaints regarding data privacy, you can e-mail: office@tioclimatesolutions.co.uk.

Circumstances beyond the control of either party
Neither party shall be liable for any failure or delay in performing their obligations where such failure or delay results from any cause that is beyond the reasonable 
control of that party. Such causes include, but are not limited to: industrial action, civil unrest, fire, flood, storms, earthquakes, acts of terrorism, acts of war, 
governmental action or any other event that is beyond the control of the party in question. No Waiver No waiver by us of any breach of these Terms and Conditions 
by you shall be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other provision.

Severance
If one or more of these Terms and Conditions is found to be unlawful, invalid or otherwise unenforceable, that / those provisions shall be deemed severed from the 
remainder of these Terms and Conditions (which will remain valid and enforceable).

Law and jurisdiction
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted according to the law of England and Wales and all disputes arising under the Agreement (including non-contractual
disputes or claims) shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English and Welsh courts.



www.tioclimatesolutions.co.uk
01235 242710
office@tioclimatesolutions.co.uk

TIO Climate Solutions
c/o H&H Distribution 
Unit X&Y
The Steventon Depot
Hanney Road
OX13 6DJ


